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This book is designed primarily for use as a first-year graduate text in information theory, suitable for both engineers and mathematicians. It is assumed that the reader has some understanding of freshman calculus and elementary probability, and in the later chapters some introductory random process theory. Unfortunately there is one more requirement that is harder to meet. The reader must have a reasonable level of mathematical maturity and capability for abstract thought. The major results of the theory are quite subtle and abstract and must sometimes be arrived at by what appears to be rather devious routes. Fortunately, recent simplifications in the theory have made the major results more accessible than in the past.

Because of the subtlety and abstractness of the subject, it is necessary to be more rigorous than is usual in engineering. I have attempted to soften this wherever possible by preceding the proof of difficult theorems both with some explanation of why the theorem js important and with an intuitive explanation of why it is true. An attempt has also been made to provide the simplest and most elementary proof of each theorem, and many of the proofs here are new. l have carefully avoided the rather obnoxious practice in many elementary textbooks of quoting obscure mathematical theorems in the middle of a proof to make it come out right.
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Engineering Heat Transfer, Second EditionCRC Press, 1999


	In writing Engineering Hear Trmnfer, I have attempted to provide the reader with a foundation

	in the study of heat-transfer principles while also emphasizing some of the topic's practical

	applications. The mathematics presented in the text should not present undue learning difficulties

	to the student who has completed first...
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Advanced Server Virtualization: VMware and Microsoft Platforms in the Virtual Data CenterAuerbach Publications, 2006
Presenting practical guidelines and examples, Advanced Server Virtualization emphasizes design, implementation, and management from both a technical and consultative point of view. It features step-by-step guidelines for planning, deployment, installing, configuring, and creating virtual servers. Covering Microsoft Virtual Server and VMware, it...
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Crimeware: Understanding New Attacks and Defenses (Symantec Press)Addison Wesley, 2008
“This book is the most current and comprehensive analysis of the state of Internet security threats right now. The review of current issues and predictions about problems years away are critical for truly understanding crimeware. Every concerned person should have a copy and use it for reference.”  
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Advanced RailsO'Reilly, 2008
Ready to go to the next level with Rails? From examining the parts of Ruby that make this framework possible to deploying large Rails applications, Advanced Rails offers you an in-depth look at techniques for dealing with databases, security, performance, web services and much more. Chapters in this book help you understand not only the tricks and...
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Getting Started with Lumion 3DPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create a professional architectural visualization in minutes using Lumion 3D


	Overview

	
		A beginner's guide to architectural visualization
	
		Tips and tricks for modelling, texturing, and rendering using Lumion 3D
	
		Add a special touch to your images with Photoshop
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Jenkins EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Continuous Integration – setting up the stage for a DevOps culture


	About This Book

	
		Explore continuous integration and automation, along with how to manage and configure Jenkins
	
		Discover the process of using Jenkins to build, test, and package Java applications
	
		Learn...
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